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Abstract: In order to improve understanding of the fatigue behaviour in additive manufactured
samples, this research delves into the challenging interplay between building parameters, particularly
fabrication angles, and the presence of pores. The primary objective is to explore the characterisation
of these pores and unravel their relationship with the fatigue properties of the material under inves-
tigation. Through a systematic analysis of porosity distribution in various fabrication orientations,
supplemented by a detailed examination of the elemental dispersion around specific porous struc-
tures using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, a consistent behavioural pattern emerges across
the samples. In assessing fatigue behaviour, an examination of the variables reveals that only area
and aspect ratio significantly influence the behaviour of the samples. Such studies can contribute
substantially to academic research in the field of material science and engineering.

Keywords: 18Ni300; additive manufacturing (AM); fatigue; microstructure; porosity; selective laser
melting (SLM)

1. Introduction

There has been a growing interest in additive manufacturing (AM) technologies in
recent years as they present several potential advantages over traditional subtractive manu-
facturing. Selective laser melting (SLM) is a manufacturing technique gaining widespread
popularity due to its unique benefits over conventional methods. This process involves the
complete layer-by-layer melting of components under a protective atmosphere, resulting
in precise and accurate production.

One of the most significant benefits is its low material consumption rate, resulting
in considerable cost savings. Furthermore, SLM enables the creation of intricate and
complex-shaped parts with minimal post-processing requirements [1,2]. This translates to
a more efficient and streamlined manufacturing process, as less time and effort are spent
on finishing the product. Overall, SLM is a highly effective and efficient manufacturing
method that can significantly benefit businesses looking to optimise their production
processes. SLM technology has gained wide popularity for manufacturing metal parts, such
as steels [3], aluminium alloys [1,2,4,5], copper-based alloys [6], nickel-based alloys [7,8],
titanium alloys [9], maraging steel [10,11], and super alloys [12].

Industries that require low-volume production for specific purposes, such as the med-
ical, aeronautical, and mould sectors [13], are increasingly turning to AM technologies.
However, the application of AM parts for structural purposes is presently limited because
of uncertainties surrounding their mechanical properties. These mechanical properties are
influenced by factors like porosity, internal defects, residual stresses, microstructural het-
erogeneities during the fabrication process [12,13], and the orientation of the construction,
responsible for creating an anisotropic structure during AM [14].

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) is an AM technology that utilises a high-power laser
beam to melt and consolidate metal powder layer by layer, creating intricate 3D objects.
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Due to the extreme thermal conditions, the printing process can give rise to transient
phenomena and complex structural dynamics. The interplay between various factors often
gives rise to structural anomalies, among which porosity is common. Keyhole porosity is a
prevalent type due to the momentary collapse of the vapour depression zone [15–18].

Spattering is a phenomenon that occurs during laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) ad-
ditive manufacturing. It is an intrinsic, unpreventable, and undesired event that can
significantly impact the final product’s quality. Spattering can lead to metallurgical defects
and the degradation of mechanical properties, particularly in the fabrication of large-sized
parts during multi-laser LPBF. The formation of spatter can result in non-fusion defects,
thereby negatively impacting the process stability, energy efficiency, and the quality of the
manufactured objects. The mechanism behind spatter formation is attributed to hot spatter
ejection, primarily driven by the Marangoni effect, and cold spatter ejection, mainly driven
by the vapour-induced entrainment of the shielding gas. It is crucial to understand the
spatter formation mechanism to mitigate the adverse effects of the spatter on the LPBF
process [19].

In cases where there is an excess of laser energy input, specifically with a high power
and slow scan velocity, metal vaporisation initiates a recoil pressure that exerts a down-
ward force on the melt pool surface. This force generates a narrow, deep keyhole, within
which several laser reflection and absorption events occur [20,21]. The non-uniform laser
absorption in the surface creates a local hotspot and provokes an imbalance between re-
coil pressure, capillary force, and vapour dynamic pressure. In the context of unstable
keyhole conditions, it has been observed that gas bubbles tend to pinch off at the keyhole
tip. When these bubbles become trapped by the advancing solidification front, they may
manifest as pore defects in the final product [17,18,22,23]. To minimise keyhole porosity
in LPBF, the laser parameters are adjusted away from unstable zones. However, multiple
variables in LPBF can induce local overheating and lead to keyhole porosity, even with
optimised settings.

The rate at which heating and cooling occur has a significant effect on the residual
stresses that often arise in SLM components. These stresses can lead to stress cracking and
interlayer debonding. Typically, residual stresses result in high tensile stress at the top and
bottom of the SLM sample and intermediate compression stress in the large intermediate
zone [24].

The stress level in laser processing is mainly determined by the parameters used and
can be managed by preheating the substrate before building to reduce the temperature
gradient [25]. Furthermore, post-fabrication heat treatments (PFHTs) can eliminate or
decrease residual stress levels.

Extensive research has been conducted on the fatigue resistance of specimens produced
by 18Ni300 SLM [26,27], showing a poor fatigue performance of the as-built state of the
parts [28–30]. This poor resistance arises due to metallurgical defects, inclusions, residual
stress, and typical structures formed during SLM processes [31,32], which are caused by
the construction parameters, surface roughness, and internal defects, the latter two being
influenced by the former.

Inclusions and metallurgical defects can serve as initiators or triggers for cracks,
decreasing fatigue resistance [33–35]. Based on current findings, fatigue cracks start from
surface and internal defects. This leads to more instances of brittle fracture and reduced
fatigue capabilities [28]. The introduction of inclusions containing titanium and aluminium
oxides due to cross-contamination can significantly decrease the fatigue resistance of
maraging steels produced through SLM [36].

Previous research [37,38] investigated the impact of the laser melting speed and poros-
ity on the fatigue durability of sintered laser-melted steel components. The influence of
post-manufacturing heat treatment on fatigue crack propagation has also been studied [30].
Additional investigation is required to ascertain how much the pore space generated by
different building orientations influences the fatigue crack propagation.
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Despite the widespread use of maraging steels in the mould industry and other
applications, there is a lack of research on the relationship between AM printing strategies,
porosity, and fatigue behaviour in 18Ni300 maraging steel. Additional research needs to
be performed in order to increase the knowledge about the influence of porosity on the
surrounding material and the pore space generated by different building orientations that
influence the fatigue crack propagation.

2. Materials and Methods

The substrate material for SLM is a powder composed of 18Ni300 steel. The chemical
composition provided by the manufacturer is presented in Table 1 for reference.

Table 1. Chemical composition of 18Ni300 maraging steel.

wt/% Fe Ni Co Mo Ti Al Cr Cu C

18Ni300 Balance 17–19 8.5–9.5 4.6–5.2 0.6–0.8 0.05–0.15 ≤0.25 ≤0.5 ≤0.3

The powder was melted layer by layer using a high-power laser using the LPBF process
to produce compact tension test (CT) specimens using Lasercusing®. The utilisation of
Renishaw’s AM 400 equipment model in the LPBF process, coupled with the optimisation
of the process parameters, resulted in the desired outcomes. A laser power of 400 W, a
scan speed of 0.85 m/s, and a laser diameter of 0.04 mm were utilised. The deposited layer
measured 30 µm in thickness, with a hatch spacing of 100 µm and a 25% overlap.

Tensile and yield strengths of 1147 MPa and 910 MPa, respectively, have been measured
in the bulk material [39] for a 0◦ orientation. The density of the material is 7420 kg/m3,
and the Vickers hardness is 352.7 HV. The Young’s modulus of the bulk material was deter-
mined through uniaxial tensile testing, and it yielded a value of 168 GPa. This value falls
substantially below the typical benchmark of 210 GPa and is lower than the corresponding
Young’s modulus for the wrought material [40]; Young’s modulus is influenced in AM
by the post-heat treatment process [41]. Previously, there were noted differences between
the wrought material and the additively manufactured material [27,42–45]. The degree of
porosity in the samples, ascertained through building parameters, significantly impacts the
observed discrepancy [39].

CT specimens were manufactured in SLM with different orientations, 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦.
The plane where these angles are printed is where, theoretically, the crack must propagate,
and the angles are referred to as the direction of propagation of the crack, as shown in
Figure 1A. The SLM followed the pattern shown in Figure 1B from z = 0 to z = 60 mm for
each orientation, and the notch and the holes were machined.
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Before commencing any testing procedures, the CT specimens were subjected to pre-
cracking to ensure a more genuine crack pattern would occur during the testing process.
Additionally, the surface was polished to augment the precision in determining the crack
position. The surface roughness was measured and in terms of Ra was between 1.045 and
1.723 µm and in terms of Rq between 1.345 and 1.723 µm.

Five CT specimens were manufactured for each orientation using 18Ni300 maraging
steel powder for casting. In order to conduct thorough testing, a single specimen was
utilised for a full load test, while another was employed to calibrate the force necessary for
fatigue cracking. The remaining three specimens were then dedicated to fatigue testing.

The experiments were conducted according to the ASTM E647 standard test method
for determining the crack growth curve [46]. The Shimadzu AGS-X 50 kN in situ fatigue
test machine was used to conduct fatigue crack initiation and propagation tests. A camera
was employed as an additional data carrier to guarantee precise crack length measurements
and accurate monitoring of its propagation.

Throughout the fatigue tests, a cyclic load spanning from 7 to 0.7 kN was consistently
applied to each printed angle, with a rigorous fatigue stress rate of R = 0.1 being imposed.
Load and displacement data were automatically collected every 0.01 s throughout each test.
To ensure accurate determination of the crack length, precise measurements were taken
using the MATLAB Image Viewer R2023b, with the distance between the crack tip and the
back of the CT specimen being converted into pixel length.

Previously to the fatigue tests, the cross-section of each sample was examined in an
optical microscope, Leica DM6 M. A specimen not used for fatigue testing was cut through
two planes with constant Z (reference system Figure 1B) at a distance of approximately
10 mm in the central area of the specimen, i.e., at approximately Z = 35 mm and Z = 25 mm.
These cuts were then polished to a mirror polish. In order to assess the porosity of various
building orientations, visual imagery was acquired and subsequently subjected to surface
enhancement techniques. This methodology incorporated a two-dimensional microscopic
analysis to achieve accurate results, in accordance with other authors’ results [47].

Three main types of pores are thought to form during AM processes: keyhole pores,
lack of fusion pores, and gas pores. The formation of keyhole pores is attributed to excessive
energy input during the melting process. The penetration of metal powder is deepened by
an excess beam power, creating a pore near the bottom of the melt pool after solidification.
Typically, KH pores are characterised by a relatively large, circular shape in the horizontal
plane and an elongated shape in the vertical plane. Lack of fusion pores occurs when there
is a shortage of energy supplied to the powder bed during the melting process. Due to
lower input energy, the metal powder fails to melt entirely, resulting in voids in the final
structure. These pores are large, comparable to the melt pool, and irregular. Gas pores, the
smallest and most spherical of all pores, are formed by trapped gas either already present
in the metal powder or introduced during the melting process [47].

The size of the pores was determined using a pixel counting method using ImageJ
1.53t, a commercial software. Each pore was characterised by the circularity that represents
the proximity to a circular cross-section:

fcirc. =
4πA

p2 (1)

where p and A are the perimeter and the cross-sectional area of the pore, respectively.
fcirc. takes values in the interval 0 < f circ. ≤ 1, where 1 represents a perfectly circular
cross-section (Figure 2A) [48].
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The aspect ratio descriptor is given by

faspect =
dmin
dmax

(2)

dmax and dmin are the maximum and minimum orthogonal diagonals of the pore.
faspect take values in the interval 0 < f aspect ≤ 1, where a value away from unity refers to
an elongation of the pore. The pore shape and its contour regularity level influence the
shape factor, as shown in Figure 2B.

The present study encloses a comprehensive analysis of 120 individual pores con-
cerning their circularity and aspect ratio in three distinct orientations. The ensuing data
has been plotted against the pore diameter and area, with due consideration accorded to
academic conventions and best practices.

Microstructural analysis was conducted using scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
CLARA-TESCAN, Brno, Czech Republic). Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
spot, line scan, and elemental mapping were employed to determine the chemical com-
position at cellular boundaries and between the welding beads. This technique enabled a
semi-quantitative analysis, which allowed for an estimation of the chemical composition of
non-metallic inclusions. Furthermore, the composition around porous areas was identified
using this method.

In order to analyse the structure of the grain and grain boundaries in various orien-
tations, the samples’ sections underwent a chemical treatment using Nital. This solution,
which contained 4% nitric acid and ethyl alcohol, followed the ASTM E407 standard
metallographic practice [49].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Metallography

The polished and etched specimens were examined through an optical micrograph
to obtain the metallographic structure (Figure 3A–C). Figure 3A shows a 0◦ deposition
track with some discontinuities typical of the melting process using a pulsating laser beam.
The same is observed in Figure 3C, the 90◦ sample, where the track follows a straight
line. Meanwhile, Figure 3B shows a 45◦ sample, formed as a combination of 0◦ and 90◦

welding beads, as shown in Figure 1A. Many melted pool boundaries (MPBs), which are
inconsistent throughout the deposition process, are generated in this particular path.

The impact of the pulsating laser beam on the melting process is well illustrated in
Figure 3A–C. It is worth noting that the process exhibits a discontinuous nature across all
the samples examined. The semi-elliptical shape is visible along the axis that is parallel to
the building direction. Moreover, the overlapping of various scan tracks can be observed,
which can be attributed to the imprecise nature of cutting machines [50]. The unique
semi-elliptical shape exhibited by this object can be attributed to a thermal gradient that
is particularly potent at the front edge of the laser beam. This gradient has a discernible
impact on the growth of the scan track, ultimately leading to a cooler temperature at the
front edge and resulting in a distinctive semi-elliptical shape. Across all samples, it has
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been observed that the width of the welding beads maintains a consistent measurement of
180 µm on average.
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Figure 3. Optical micrograph of 18Ni300 maraging steel after being etched with Nital for 50 s at
(A) 0◦, (B) 45◦, and (C) 90◦.

An uneven distribution of alloy elements in the specimens after they are built can be
observed from the dark areas between the scan tracks. This phenomenon is caused by the
high energy at the intersection points, which occurs when the laser beams overlap. The
complex thermal processes involved in SLM create a cellular solidification structure that
facilitates epitaxial growth across different track boundaries.

The cell distribution and size of the weld beads are shown in Figure 4B–E. Figure 4A
shows an overview image of the weld beads of a 45◦ sample, showing the different struc-
tures in Figure 4B–E.

Upon a closer analysis of Figure 4B, it becomes evident that the constructed specimen
possesses a vertical cross-section composed of a cellular microstructure that is submicron
in size, with an intercellular spacing ranging from 1 to 1.5 µm. This distinct attribute is the
fundamental reason behind the exceptional strength and hardness of the SLM maraging
steel material.

Upon careful examination of the constructed sample, it was noted that the microstruc-
ture displayed small columnar and/or dendritic grains. These grains were a direct result
of the rapid solidification of the melt pool, as indicated in Figure 4C. At high cooling
rates, the formation of the α’ phase caused solidification and prevented the precipitation of
intermetallic compounds. This resulted in specific components, such as Ni, Co, and Mo,
remaining in a state of supersaturated solid solution [51].

Melted pool boundaries appeared between welding beads, showing a different mi-
crostructure on both welding beads. There are two primary morphologies on each side,
small angle bunches consisting of strips and fine cellular structures. Figure 4D showcases a
junction where two columnar structures with small angles intersect and share the same
plane. Moreover, Figure 4E portrays the link between a cellular and columnar structure,
providing further insight into the intricate details of the subject matter.
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3.2. Defects in the Material

The defects in parts produced by LPBF are mainly caused by gases trapped in the
melt and lack of fusion of the base material. However, imperfections due to lack of fusion
were reduced due to the use of optimal manufacturing parameters. Although not null, they
appeared much less frequently than pores caused by trapped gases, so only gas pores were
considered.

Upon thorough examination of the material, it was identified that the presence of pores
is a crucial factor in the fatigue performance of the material. Our findings indicate that the
extent of this defect is contingent upon the orientation of the samples being analysed. A
visual representation is provided in Figure 5A–C to demonstrate this observation, which
displays the percentage of porous area in each orientation. The data reveal that the 0◦

orientation exhibits a porous area of 0.160%, the 45◦ orientation presents 0.187%, and the
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90◦ orientation shows 0.155%. Unsurprisingly, the 0◦ and 90◦ orientations exhibit a similar
level of porosity, as their building strategy is similar (as shown in Figure 3A,C). However,
the porosity increases when the 45◦ distribution is examined due to a greater number of
grain boundaries, MPBs, which lead to the formation of pores.
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Figure 5. Porosity area surface in (A) 0◦, (B) 45◦, and (C) 90◦ samples obtained using Leica DM6 M,
Wetzlar, Germany, and post-processed using ImageJ.

Figure 6 shows an SEM-EDX image that displays the various elements in the vicinity
of a pore before any fatigue test. The elements identified in the image include Fe, Ni, Co,
Mo, Ti, Cu, Al, and Cr, as denoted in Figure 6B–I. Upon close examination, it is apparent
that these elements are evenly dispersed throughout the surrounding area of the pore.
Thus, it can be inferred that the presence of the pore does not significantly influence the
distribution of these elements.
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In order to gain a more comprehensive insight into the chemical composition of a pore
and detect any potential fluctuations in its environment, an EDX line scan was conducted.
The findings obtained pertain to the same pore depicted in Figure 6 and are presented in
Figure 7. During the analysis, an EDX line scan was performed on the pore’s interior and
exterior sides. It is important to mention that the data collected inside the pore were not
deemed significant and, therefore, were not considered for further analysis. Notably, only
the matrix’s primary elements, Fe, Ni, Co, and Mo, were selected for thorough examination.
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After disregarding the sensor’s full-scale perturbations and data acquisition time,
the outcomes indicate a comparable concentration on either side of the pore, as shown in
Figure 7B. The only variation is in the concentration of molybdenum, which is higher in the
area where Fe, Ni, and Co are reduced, as seen in the left part of the pore that corresponds
with the illuminated section of the SEM image in Figure 7A.

An examination was conducted using EDX to perform a line scan analysis on a single
side of the pore (Figure 8). The findings revealed that all the essential elements displayed a
uniform pattern without deviations. However, Fe presented a declining tendency proceed-
ing away from the vicinity of the pore core, while Ni exhibited a minor rise.
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A comprehensive overview of the pores analysed based on their orientation is pre-
sented in Figure 9, which includes the median and percentiles. Figure 9A highlights the
distribution of pores based on their diameter, where a broader spread is observed at a 0◦

orientation. The data display comparable distributions at the 45◦ and 90◦ orientations. The
median value for both orientations is within the 4–6 µm range. Figure 9B demonstrates
a similar pattern, with the median pore area being approximately 20 µm2. As the angle
increases from 0◦ to 90◦, the distribution of pore area becomes less variable. The maximum
pore area decreases from 80 µm2 at 0◦ to 35 µm2 at 90◦, with a few outliers. The existence
of any slight variations in pore diameter and area can be attributed to irregularities in the
shape of the pore, such as circularity or aspect ratio other than 1.
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Figure 9. Porosity distribution in each orientation regarding the (A) pore diameter and (B) pore area.

It is important to mention that an equivalent diameter based on circular cross-sections
has been used. Also, a minimum feature size threshold during image analysis has been set
to guarantee that only pores above one pixel or 0.04 µm2 are counted. The purpose of this
was to eliminate the impact of experimental noise at a low level, which cannot be avoided
even with microscopic images.

Visual representations of the circularity and aspect factors for each orientation are
displayed in Figure 10A,B. The circularity, shown in Figure 10A, has a median value of
approximately 0.87 across all three orientations. Notably, at a 45◦ angle, there is a slight
deviation from the median value, with most pores exhibiting circularity very similar to the
median. When examining Figure 10B, it is evident that the aspect factor plays a significant
role. Despite all orientations having a median of approximately 0.9, the variability is more
important in this factor. The values are more dispersed, particularly for the 0◦ and 90◦

orientations.
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Figure 10. Arithmetic values of the (A) circularity factor and (B) aspect ratio.

Upon examining Figure 11A,B, it becomes evident that the circularity and aspect
factors differ according to orientation. Specifically, our analysis reveals that the pores in
question exhibit a high degree of circularity, with the majority falling within the range of
0.84–0.88. This range comprises a significant proportion (50–70%) of all the studied pores. It
is consistent across all orientations, indicating that the pores are almost perfectly spherical
and free from inclusions or irregularities. Observing Figure 11B closely, one can conclude
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that the pores are primarily clustered in the vicinity of the sphere without any inclusions.
Nevertheless, they are not flawlessly shaped and appear to be slightly distorted. This is
because most pores are positioned at levels surpassing 0.8 in every orientation.
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Figure 11. Frequencies in the 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ specimens of the factor of (A) circularity and (B) aspect
ratio of the pores.

The circularity ratio of the pores, as determined by their diameter and orientation,
is depicted in Figure 12A. Each orientation exhibits a unique distribution of this factor,
specifically, for 0◦ orientation, the distribution centres around 0.87 for pores of varying
diameters. The circularity values for the 45◦ orientation are notably similar, with similar
pore diameters. The 90◦ orientation, on the other hand, displays a broader distribution of
factors, albeit with pore diameters below 10 µm. It is worth noting that hardly any pores
in any orientation exceed a value of 0.9. Figure 12B displays the pore aspect ratio based
on the pore diameter. The findings indicate that the 0◦ orientation has larger diameters
than the 45◦ and 90◦ orientations, which are relatively evenly spread between 0.8 and 1.
However, as validated in Figure 10B, the 45◦ orientation displays pore aspect ratios that
are more uniform and closer to unity. The circularity ratio of the pores is presented in
Figure 12C, plotted against their corresponding area. It can be observed that this graph
exhibits a similar pattern to that of Figure 12A.
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3.3. Fatigue Test

To accurately calculate the fatigue life of a particular material, it is crucial to examine
the crack growth plotted in the a vs. N graph, as shown in Figure 13, for samples taken at
0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ angles. Three samples were tested for each orientation, and interestingly, all
orientations displayed consistent behaviour, with the three samples showing similar trends.
According to the research findings, it is noteworthy that the 45◦ samples demonstrated a
significantly higher crack growth rate for the same cycle number compared to the 0◦ and
90◦ orientations. Moreover, it was observed that the 45◦ samples had a life span that was
half that of the 90◦ samples. Meanwhile, the 90◦ samples showed slower crack growth than
the 0◦ samples.
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Figure 13. a/N curves for the as-built 18Ni300 SLM material: 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ sample orientations.

Understanding the reasons behind the varying behaviours of samples fabricated
under identical conditions is crucial. The microstructure differences are to blame, with the
orientation of the welding beads resembling the melted pool boundaries where gas was
trapped during fabrication, which led to pore formation in these areas, with differences
between the 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ samples.

While the composition of the pores may be alike, their existence can amplify the stress
concentration factor and the likelihood of crack formation during a fatigue test. This can
lead to elevated temperatures during the test and result in post-test segregation. Pores
created by gaseous substances, which possess a high circularity and aspect ratio [47], may
contribute to greater crack growth in specific orientations. Conversely, in this work, pores
caused by insufficient fusion are infrequent and do not heavily impact this result, in contrast
to previous research [52–54]. It is pertinent to note that the shape of a pore plays a decisive
role in determining the fatigue behaviour of a material. Particularly, the aspect ratio of
the pore, faspect, becomes increasingly deleterious at higher values, a trend evident from
the data presented in Figure 13. Notably, samples featuring pores at a 45◦ angle exhibit a
reduced lifespan owing to this factor and an increase in the porosity caused by the material
deposition strategy in question.
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4. Conclusions

In this research, a study of the porosity and fatigue behaviour of 18Ni300 SLM has
been carried out with three main orientations (0◦, 45◦, and 90◦) subjected to the same
fabrication process. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. An analysis of the element distribution around the pores has yielded a deeper un-
derstanding of the homogeneity of the material before subjecting it to fatigue testing.
These findings indicate that the material exhibits uniform properties across all orien-
tations that have been studied.

2. The sample manufacturing orientation directly influences its microstructure, as ob-
served by a higher porosity with increased MPB. Notably, the 45◦ sample exhibited
more MPB than the 0◦ and 90◦ samples, leading to a higher area and faspect. These
findings underscore the importance of accounting for the manufacturing orientation
when characterising the microstructure of samples (Figures 12B and 13).

3. The fatigue behaviour of the specimens was evaluated by plotting the a/N curves
of all samples. It was observed that the 45◦ sample tests exhibited a fairly inferior
performance compared to the 90◦ and 0◦ tests. Specifically, the life span of the 45◦

specimens subjected to tests was found to be half that of the other two specimen
orientations.
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